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 Written by Betty Harvey on October 13, 2019Can sex toys really improve your sex life?
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Have you ever thought of incorporating sex toys into your love life? Well, if not, it’s time you do it. Sex toys make an amazing addition to your sex life. They will add a new dimension to sex life and make things even more interesting and fun. Both of you will discover new forms of ecstasy that you couldn’t even think of till date. Yes, sex toys are really special. The best part is they work wonders to bring you two closer and enrich your life.
The post below offers a brief on how you will benefit from adopting sex toys in your intimate sessions.
Makes it more thrilling
Numerous studies have revealed that adventurous and new activities could stimulate your brain to generate dopamine. What is dopamine? This is a powerful neurotransmitter which elevates sexual desire. Sex toys are all about exploring new intimate adventures with your partner. So, when you add those to your bedroom antics, both of you will enjoy enhanced libido. A higher sex drive is the precursor to a mindblowing sex and incredible orgasms.
Orgasms will get easier
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Rumor has it most of the women fake orgasms. They fake it mostly before their partners so that they don’t feel bad about not being able to satisfy them properly. Without getting into the debate whether the rumor is true or not, it can be safely said that many women find it hard to reach orgasms. Now, that’s no defect at all and completely natural. In fact, if you are not being able to attain orgasm, it’s also not the fault of your partner always. A lot of women are unable to achieve the dream orgasmic delight through penetrative intercourse only. And this is where, sex toys would be of incredible help.
Do you have to fake orgasms some time? Do you too struggle to attain orgasms at times, despite several attempts? Well, a vibrator or dildo here would do wonders for you. Some toys are designed for clit stimulation while you will find many others that are meant for both clit and G-spot stimulation. It’s to note here that stimulation by a machine is always stronger than human stimulation. Hence when you use sex toy, you are almost guaranteed to enjoy an explosive orgasm.
Adds new spice
It’s always wonderful to make love to your partner. But honestly, same activities with the same partner for years, makes things slightly boring. A bored love life is one of the major factors behind the rising rates of separation among married partners these days.
Sex toys can add some more spice to your love life and make it anew again. They are fun to use and amazingly cool. Both you and your partner will have a great time exploring them in your intimate sessions.
Tireless stimulators
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Nothing is frustrating to find your partner is super-tired when you yourself are super-charged to try out some hardcore action below the sheets. But, then, you can’t blame him or her for being tired. It could be that s/he had a rough day and all he wants now is a peaceful sleep. This is another place where sex toys could light up your bedroom routine even when your partner is little off.
As these are machines, they can work tirelessly to stimulate you to the core. So, if your partner is totally exhausted some day, you can still make things work for you with a great sex toy. Your partner may also try the same someday when you are little off and he is all set for some steamy action.
Make foreplay more exciting
While sex is great but it’s the foreplay that has the real juice.
It becomes very mechanical and boring if you two just head straight to sex. An intercourse without much preparation won’t allow adequate natural lubrication as well. Sex toys can enhance your foreplay sessions and make them more exciting. You can do a lot of things with the sex toys. You can stimulate yourself with a vibrator while giving oral to your partner. You can also use a butt plug while your partner gives you a gorgeous oral at the front. Then, if you two are in the mood for some BDSM, cock rings or tail plugs could add new kinds of adventures to the mix. The possibilities with sex toys are just endless and sky is the limit for you here. Sometimes, you may not need to get into traditional penetrative sex only to attain orgasm when you use sex toys.
Versatile range
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Another amazing aspect of the sex toy world is that you have a diverse gallery to choose from here and there is something for everybody. If you and your partner enjoy nipple play, there are nipple clamps to go for. If you wish your partner to control your orgasms for a fun play, there are vibrating panties and vibrating plugs. Then, of course, there are the mainstream toys like dildo and vibrator that can be used by women and men alike. If anal fun is the thing for you, there is again a broad list of anal toys to try out. These include anal beads, anal vibrators, butt plugs and so on. Anal toys are especially designed with a flared base to keep the toy firmly anchored so that it doesn’t get lost inside you.
Wrapping up
There is a misconception that sex toys are used to compensate for the inadequacies in your partner. It is not the truth. No toy, no matter how buzzing or how stimulating, can ever replace the human warmth, caress and touch. This is not about making your partner feel inadequate. Sex toys are just for fun and some new adventure that can add more sizzle to your love life. Your partner might be hesitant to try out the new thing. Go slow, read more together and gradually inspire her/him about the wonders of sex toys.
Finally, always use lubes while using a sex toy and always make sure to get your sex toy from a reputed adult toy store like lovegasm.
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